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128 CENTRAL (off ice)
SUBMARKET NEWS
MARKET RECAP
• Leasing activity increased slightly but overall remains primarily small tenants. The large users in the market are primarily 

either life science companies or being relocated by life science conversions. EDC has been displaced from Foundry Ave to 
Fifth Ave for over 70,000 SF as Hilco converts the Foundry Ave building to lab. 

• As construction pricing continues to increase, we are seeing more office landlords unable to offer turnkey buildouts and 
resorting back to improvement allowances –which often do not cover the entire buildout cost. Landlords with shell space 
will struggle as tenants still expect incentives and are not looking to come out of pocket for traditional office buildouts. 
Further, we still see most tenants delaying their office decisions as far as possible, meaning many tenants are looking for 
move-in ready space. 

• Lab remains the major market driver for Central 128. In just Lexington and Waltham alone, there is over 3M SF of lab 
conversion and development underway or in permitting. While many are concerned about an over-supply, there is little 
to no lab space move-in ready within the next three months. Even the incubators are completely full, with LabShares 
expanding on Chapel Street to meet demand. This has caused lab rental rates to increase monthly – with Waltham 
proposals all coming in at $80 NNN or higher. 

WHAT WE WILL BE WATCHING
• Expect major changes in the Wellesley market. Multiple large portfolios are on the market or coming to market soon. 

Sunlife Park is rumored to be under agreement with Nordblom, who is looking for a lab conversion opportunity for one of 
the buildings. Rental rates in new acquisitions, such as 93 Worcester, have increased significantly under new ownership.

• We are seeing several owners in the Central 128 suburbs incorporating Passive House and other wellness and 
environmental standards into their design – such as Taurus, Boston Properties, and Northland. In downtown Boston, 
landlords are seeing a premium for these green and wellness-focused buildings; we wait to see whether these suburban 
owners will reap similarly increased rents to validate the cost.
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128 NORTH/RT. 3 NORTH ( o f f i c e )

SUBMARKET NEWS
MARKET RECAP
• Lab conversions continue to be the trend and driving force behind high end trades in the market. 

Alexandria’s acquisition of 225 and 235 Presidential Way in Woburn and 30, 100, and 200 Minuteman Rd 
and 138 River St in Andover, and San Francisco based GI Partners’ purchase of 3 Burlington Woods in 
Burlington are some of the examples of noteworthy sales that occurred in Q1.

• Aware Inc’s signing for 20,000 SF at 76 Blanchard Rd, Burlington, shows that traditional office deals are still 
happening. Smaller deals are also happening for office, as evidenced in Q1’s net absorption of over 
300,000 SF, such as Grossman Marketing taking 6,800 SF at 10 State St in Woburn and Bandar Law taking 
6,000 SF at 6 Lincoln Knoll in Burlington.

• Broad Institute and Vericel Corp. taking a total of 270,000 SF on 25 Network Dr in Burlington is another 
sign that the Class A lab market continues to thrive in the North market.

WHAT WE WILL BE WATCHING
• Lab deals are expected to continue to bolster the office market in two ways: 1) full building lab conversions 

that cause existing office tenants to be displaced and will therefore consider other options in the market, 
and 2) smaller lab tenants are leasing space in traditional office buildings that have the necessary 
infrastructure to meet the requirements.

• Medical office will continue to be sought after by both users and investors alike. User demand typically 
ranges from 1,500 to 5,000 SF and accounts for more and more absorption in the market.

NOTEWORTHY TRANSACTIONS
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NATICK/FRAMINGHAM(off ice)

MARKET RECAP
• While we saw very few office leases of significance consummated in Natick and Framingham this quarter, it is 

at least encouraging to see that the vacancy rate has remained largely unchanged. Natick-Framingham 
remains one of the most resilient markets despite lackluster leasing activity, with the current vacancy rate 
hovering around a respectable 11%. 

• Sale prices for office buildings with substantial vacancy and in need of major capital improvements are really 
being impacted. For example, North Colony & Paradigm Properties recently closed on 111 Speen Street in 
Framingham for $118/SF, which is nearly $70/SF less than what the 110,000 SF building last traded for in 
2015. 100 Pennsylvania Ave in Framingham (78,494 SF) similarly sold to local investors CB Equity Partners for 
$4.5 million.

• On the other end of the spectrum, we have the sale of 313 Speen Street, representing one of the most 
expensive sales per SF in Natick to date. Principal Real Estate Investors purchased the 59,205 SF medical 
office building for $24.88 million or $420/SF, further proof that medical and triple net leased space remains a 
much sought-after commodity. 

• Another silver lining comes from newcomer Jadian Capital. They just announced their first lease at 200 
Staples Drive by Cyprotex for just shy of 30,000 SF of biotech and office space. Cyprotex is currently based 
out of Watertown, so it is good to see more and more biotech companies starting to seriously consider Natick 
and Framingham as potential landing spots.

WHAT WE WILL BE WATCHING
• Given the price point at which Paradigm purchased 111 Speen Street, it should allow them to revitalize the 

building as well as leave room to do aggressive deals. It will be interesting to see if this puts pressure on 
competing class A product to rethink their asking rates (which currently hover just above $30/SF). 
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495 WEST (off ice)
SUBMARKET NEWS

MARKET RECAP
• Combined availability of nearly 3,000,000 SF will continue to keep landlords up at night. B product is being hurt 

the most, with employers looking for the amenities their employees want/need to come back to the office.
• Of the top twelve (12) lease deals in Q1 (in terms of SF), only two were straight office deals. The bulk of the 

activity continues to be in the flex/warehouse arena.
• A couple of office sales in the market give a good indication of where investors are these days. Ferris 

Development purchased 250 Turnpike Rd in Southborough, a building that has been vacant since KAZ left 
several years ago, for $62/SF. On the other side of the coin, Novaya sold 313 Boston Post Rd to City North 
Development. With several long-term leases in place, they were able to harvest the building for $139/SF.

WHAT WE WILL BE WATCHING

• With total available sublease space nearing half a million SF, and direct availability at nearly 20%, expect 
continued incentives for tenants. If you are a tenant looking for a long-term deal of 5-10 years, landlords are 
beginning to be very aggressive.

• Lab is still the darling of the real estate world, and with a dearth of space, owners are looking to adapt their 
space to attract users. KS Partners is moving forward with plans to reposition 700 Nickerson Rd in Marlborough. 
With an existing 53,000 SF 2-story building, they will be looking to add 26,000 SF of high bay GMP space. 

• With spring here, we are anticipating the spigot to be opened a bit more in terms of tenants going out to look 
for space. While we don’t believe there will be a flood of larger, long-term requirements, increased activity will 
be welcomed by landlords and brokers alike.

NOTEWORTHY TRANSACTIONS
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Q1 2022

128 NORTH/RT. 3 NORTH ( i n d u s t r i a l )

MARKET RECAP
• The first major lease of new construction product in 2022 occurred with Crane Worldwide Logistics 

signing for the entirety of the Howland/Marcus Partners 104,000 SF project at 64 Research in 
Haverhill. 

• The new high-water mark for industrial sale price continues to push upward, as seen in Westbrook’s 
purchase of 415 Wildwood Ave in Woburn at $366/SF. 

• The Woburn market is showing signs of meeting ambitious underwriting with pet supplier Chewy 
signing for last mile delivery at a starting rate near $20/NNN at Brookfield’s recent acquisition on 
Normac Rd in Woburn.

• Other notable deals were American Adhesive taking 21,000 SF in Haverhill and Boston Materials 
signing at 8 Federal St in Billerica.

WHAT WE WILL BE WATCHING
• Despite some spaces sitting empty with asking rents in the high teens to low $20s NNN, patience 

appears to be paying off for landlords. Rising rents continue to be the trend, particularly for space for 
lease along Route 93, which is positioned south of the I-95 belt. 200 Fallon in Stoneham will be soon 
vacated by Crane Logistics, which is asking $24/NNN for the 95,000 SF industrial building, a market high 
for such a product. 

• Will demand for users to be inside the I-95 belt equate to new leases starting at such ambitious rates? If 
not, what will the effect be on underwriting if the time to lease continues to be a year or greater?
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128 SOUTH (industr ia l )
SUBMARKET NEWS
MARKET RECAP
• Industrial and flex space shortages in the submarket are driving up rates. In towns farther from Route 128 like Canton 

and Norwood, $14/NNN is becoming the norm, with Shawmut Road in Canton at $17/NNN. 15-45 Dan Road in Canton 
saw one of the largest leases this quarter, with Electronic Fasteners Inc. taking the 24,800-square-foot space on a 
long-term lease.

• Sales volume was low this quarter with only three (3) sizable transactions, with the largest being the sale of 24 Wilson 
Way in Westwood from Berkeley Partners to The Seyon Group. The 60,000 SF industrial property sold for $17.5M 
($260/SF). 

• Several industrial users have balked at the initial renewal rates offered by owners. These initial rent renewal offers are 
below market value, but tenants may not be knowledgeable about escalating prices. After declining the initial renewal 
offer, they go to the market and find their landlord has actually given them a better deal than the market. In most 
cases, the landlord has received multiple offers at market value during the tenant's two-month market exploration 
and adjusts the original offer to market value. Although upset, tenants typically accept the market rate.

WHAT WE WILL BE WATCHING
• Non-traditional flex tenants and tenants needing 15-25K SF have the most difficulty finding space in the market. Any 

available inventory is targeting large, single users. For example, 61 Strafello Drive, Avon, remains 100% vacant rather 
than subdivide. This 60K square foot building would be a great property for two (2) or three (3) tenants, but there is 
currently enough larger/single-user demand for owners to wait. We'll see if lingering vacancies and continued smaller 
requirements eventually lead to a change in leasing strategies.

• The core 128 South market is not seeing any spec construction. Industrial developments are taking place in secondary 
markets like Taunton and Bridgewater, but not along 128 South. For owners with excess developable land or a vacant 
Class B office building, we are seeing incredible success with spec buildings that offer 50,000 square feet or less of 
high-bay warehouse space, most of which is leased before construction is completed.
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Q1 2022

495 SOUTH (industr ia l )

MARKET RECAP
• Record high sales transactions have continued into 2022 with pricing well over $200/SF for several 

industrial sales/leasebacks. Although the values are up, the volume level along 495 South has 
started to slow down as limited availability has placed a hold on many investor and user 
companies’ expansion plans. 

• Industrial sale transactions are currently running at 50% of 2021 levels, with significantly reduced 
offerings in the forecast. 

• On the leasing side, tenants searching for smaller spaces under 30,000 SF with limited immediate 
availability are the most significantly impacted. Most offerings are currently occupied and, in 
many cases, not available until Q4 2022 at the earliest.

WHAT WE WILL BE WATCHING
• The overall Flex/industrial vacancy rate is now down to 2.5% along the 495 South corridor and is 

expected to decline even further as the year progresses. Indicative of the market is the speed at 
which some transactions are taking, given tours, the day of a new space announcement with LOIs 
signed the same day for up to ten years. New construction is desperately needed; however, most 
projects under 100,000 SF will not be delivered until late 2022 or early 2023.
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Q1 2022

RT 24 (industr ia l )

MARKET RECAP
• Absorption rates for industrial properties continue at their torrid pace, with rents 

somewhat stabilizing at their current historical high.
• Despite rent increases, most tenants are renewing in this submarket, such as Burke 

Distributing for 40,000 SF at 65 & 78 Teed Dr. in the East Randolph Industrial Park.
• There continues to be a demand for new inventory. Projects such as 2107 Broadway in 

Raynham (400,000 SF high bay distribution) will be a welcome addition with the 
groundbreaking end of 2022. 

WHAT WE WILL BE WATCHING
• Several large industrial spaces (100k and above) continue to be available in Middleboro 

and Taunton, with large new spaces coming onto the market in Brockton and Taunton. 
• There remain minimal choices for tenants looking for 25,000 SF and smaller. Landlords 

recognize this and hold to their high rates, longer lease terms, and high credit tenants. 
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We celebrated our 45th anniversary last year and look forward to serving our 
clients for many years to come. We want to take this opportunity to share with you 
several exciting milestones accomplished at R.W. Holmes recently. 

Expansion of Our Expertise in the Suburbs: Our team continues to grow to ensure 
our clients are covered throughout the Boston suburbs. We have added experts in 
the 128 South and 128 North markets to our roster while maintaining our 
commitment to the 495, Mass Pike, Central 128, and RT. 24 markets. 

Life Sciences: For tenants and landlords looking for help in the suburban Life 
Science sector, we offer a team of experts specializing in tenant representation, 
leasing, and acquisitions. We offer creative and strategic solutions for high-growth 
companies, from start-ups to established companies. We can also assist building 
owners looking for guidance on lab conversions. 

Recognized by the Industry: We have consistently been ranked among the largest 
commercial brokerage firms in Massachusetts. Our outstanding services earned us 
the title of Commercial Brokerage Firm of the Year by the Boston Real Estate Times 
in 2021.

Continuity of Company: Our brokers have been with R.W. Holmes for an average of 
23 years. This is one of our proudest achievements that distinguish us from others 
when it comes to professionalism and ethics. Additionally, we are now into our 
third generation of Holmes family leadership, continuing our commitment to 
modernize and provide the exceptional service you expect for generations to 
come. As your real estate needs come up, please do not hesitate to get in touch. 
Our focus remains on providing the highest level of service, creative solutions, and 
unparalleled attention to you, our client. 

R.W. HOLMES CELEBRATES 
NEW MILESTONES

TENANT REPRESENATION | PROPERTY LEASING | INVESTMENT SALES & ACQUISITIONS | CONSULTING SERVICES | ASSET MANAGEMENT



Thank  you  to  a l l  our  c l ients  for  your  cont inued  
t rust  in  R .W.  Ho lmes  over  the  past  45  years .  We 

wish  you  and  your  fami l ies  cont inued  hea l th  
and  happ iness  dur ing  these  d i f f i cu l t  t imes .
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